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Left: Front cover feature bus 249 at Lyall Bay terminus on 8 August 2008 just prior to
it being withdrawn. Photo: Graeme Inwood.

Front Cover: Volvo 249 glides down Ferry Street on 15 April 2004, having just passed through the Seatoun tunnel. These were the heady
days when the route number was 11 and the main mode of transport on the route a trolleybus. Today the route has been changed to 2 and
diesel buses reign supreme. Other than the wires being removed, a couple of traction poles replaced and the aforementioned comments,
little has changed at this location. 249 remained in service another four years before it was withdrawn and dismantled in October 2008.
Please Note: Under the Wires contains facts, views, opinions, statements and other content and links to external websites. Reasonable efforts are made to include accurate and current information but the Editor
makes no warranties or representations as to the accuracy, value or safety of the published items. No liability or responsibility can be taken for errors or omissions.

❸

Having stepped off the train and arriving outside the Interchange on 4 February, the day following the changes
to bus timetables, the first things that greeted me were two Route 1 double-deckers keeping close company
arriving on northbound services. (See page 6) Later in the morning I decided to try out an electric doubledecker to Brooklyn (See page 8). Arriving at the stop in Victoria Street I noticed that FOUR services would be
arriving within 25 minutes. The buses at that time of day are timetabled to run every fifteen minutes.
Last month’s edition featured photographs of the Hataitai tunnel with the new additions of white lines through
the bore. Since then the large speed humps have been removed. The humps were no doubt originally installed
to deter traffic other than buses from considering using the tunnel. With them gone it will be interesting to see
if drivers start taking a short cut under Mt Victoria between Pirie Street and Waitoa Road, Hataitai. See page 5.
NZ Bus services were again disrupted on 7 and 8 February when members of the Tramways Union attended stop
work meetings to discuss proposed changes to wages and conditions. On Thursday 7 February, routes 81, 83 and 91
(Airport Flyer) together with a small number of Route 3 services were cancelled during the off-peak, however, on
Friday 8 February Routes 2, 3, 12, 14, 18, 18e, 20, 21, 22, 30x, 31x, were affected mainly between 9am and 3pm. As
a result of the meetings the dispute was settled and a new offer was tabled that saw NZ Bus drivers’ terms and
conditions retained, and included a 2% wage increase backdated to October 2018. The drivers will also receive a
further 2% increase in October this year.
As a follow-up to the “Advertising on Buses” feature on page 33 of last month’s issue, I decided to enquire with
Metlink as to who benefitted from the revenue from advertising – was it the operating company or the Regional
Council? Presuming that the recipients would be either NZ Bus or Tranzurban, as they actually owned the buses, I
was surprised by Metlink’s response: “It is the Greater Wellington Regional Council that primarily benefits from
advertising revenue.” No actual percentages were given but it comes as no surprise then for the proliferation of ads
we are now seeing. Now the first Tranzurban double-decker has received “the full treatment”. See page 7.
Recently it was Wellington and now it is Tauranga’s turn to face bus woes. NZ Bus took over the contract to operate
public transport in the Bay of Plenty city back in December 2018 and it would appear another “bustastrophe” has
occurred there. I am aware that Tauranga would not usually be part of the remit of this magazine but it is interesting to see the similarities
in the shambles that both cities have endured. Reports on pages 16-18.
In this day and age of instant information and the wonders of the internet you would think if a company has a website presence it would
be up-to-date. Not so as far as aspects of NZ Bus site (www.nzbus.co.nz) go. The most recent piece of news from the company is dated 24
April 2018. It neither mentions its forthcoming sale to Next Capital or that it is now running Tauranga’s bus services. Surprisingly, its photo
gallery is missing the inclusion of the ADLs 200 single-deckers and 500 series double-deckers and the BCI double-deckers. The most up-todate photograph appears to be the Scania 2500s used on Wellington’s Airport Flyer introduced ten years ago. Tranzurban’s site,
(www.tranzurban.co.nz) on the other hand is much more up to the minute, although even some sections of their site need refreshing.
Have a look and see what you think.
There has been no official word to say that the Wrightspeed project is over, but one could be forgiven for thinking that could be the case.
First announced on Stuff on 21 April 2016, NZ Bus signed a $43m deal with American firm Wrightspeed “that will see "a significant
number" of its 1100 buses in Auckland and Wellington converted to electric. The Wrightspeed motors will be fitted into existing buses and
will operate mostly on rechargeable electric batteries, topped up by a small conventionally-powered motor if needed on the road.” The full
report can be read at: https://www.stuff.co.nz/business/79167527/wellingtons-trolleybuses-saved-by-43m-deal-to-fit-them-with-electric-motors What appeared at the time to be
a great proposal has disappointingly not eventuated thus far. On 13 February 2019 the bus
was seen being towed away from its base in Newlands, minus the forward rear axle. Having
left Kilbirnie depot 2½ years ago, minus its electronics and rooftop equipment, 362 has gone
full circle and is now back there – in the same state. More on page 30. Photo: David James.
On 13 February the charger in Reef Street, Island Bay had its
electrical cabinets decorated with a mural. However, only one of
the ten battery double-deckers is so far equipped to use the
charger. See page 11.
A Facebook post reported that a Tranzurban double-decker backed into the glass veranda
at the Interchange on 14 February. Fortunately no-one was hurt but the bus suffered some
damage to one of the upper rear windows.
From Sunday 24 February, Snapper cards were no longer accepted for fare payment on NZ
Bus’ Airport Flyer Route 91 service between Lower Hutt and Wellington Airport. Only cash and eftpos cards will be
accepted. It will be interesting to see if the new payment regime will have any effect on timekeeping especially as
Route 91 uses mainly single door Sanias.
It hasn’t been the greatest months for NZ Bus judging by the column inches in the media, but a big bright spot has
been the arrival of six of their new ADL double-deckers in the Capital. As UTW went to press another three were seen
north of the Capital en route to Kilbirnie from Auckland. See page 35.
Hope you enjoy your read. Unless otherwise stated, the photos are mine.

Alan
THANKS TO THIS MONTH’S CONTRIBUTORS:
David James, Mike Mellor, Michael Jarka, D.L.A. Turner, Henry Brittain, David Donald, Graeme Inwood, Michael
McKeon, David James, Graham Stewart, Andrew Cresswell, Gunter Mackinger and all who provided feedback.

❹

UNDER THE WIRES IN VANCOUVER
Michael Jarka visited Vancouver
in October 2018
Left: 2143 on the Granville Street bridge on
8 October 2018 heading towards
downtown Vancouver. Note the four sets
of wires. Being a rather gloomy damp day
2143 has attracted the attention of a
cyclist whose bike can just be seen on the
rack at the front of the bus.

Below: What a difference a day makes. The
following day 2165 is entering the
Nanaimo Station forecourt which is the
terminus of route 16 via Arbutus Street.

Below: With the good weather continuing a 2007-built New Flyer
E40LFR 2208 was photographed on Route 19 at the corner of Fraser
and East 16th Streets. Michael considered this is a great spot for
morning photos.

The Vancouver trolleybus system forms
part of the public transport network
serving Metro Vancouver, in the province
of British Columbia, Canada. In operation
since 1948, the system presently comprises
13 routes, and is managed by the Coast
Mountain Bus Company, a subsidiary of
TransLink. It uses a fleet of 262
trolleybuses, of which 74 are articulated
vehicles.
Source: Wikipedia.

Photos and text: Michael Jarka.

Right: On 10 October 2018 New Flyer E60LFR 2524
is on Fraser Street passing road works. Note the
trolley-poles are most likely stretched to their
maximum from the line of the overhead.

❺

RECENTLY OBSERVED...

Left: Last month’s issue reported on the new lines that had been painted
through Hataitai tunnel. Closer examination reveals that the outer lines are
in fact rumble strips. If they are there to guide double-deckers buses through
then the driver of one wouldn’t want to wander any further left or right or
else they’d experience more than a rumble as they struck the kerbing. On 31
January a NZ Bus Scania on a Route 2 working to Seatoun is positioned to
travel from Pirie Street through to the Hataitai side. Since this photo was
taken the humps have been removed. More on page 10.

Right: At Karori tunnel, signage has been recently installed that
senses when cyclists are travelling towards/through the tunnel. As
seen on 31 January, when a cyclist is the vicinity the sign
illuminates to warn traffic. One wit I shared this picture with
suggested it was to alert people that there was a bus approaching
actually transporting a bike! Without sounding judgemental I am
not sure if I would like to carry two children on a bike through that
narrow, busy tunnel.

Below: Many months after the opening of Kilbirnie’s bus hub, the narrow island that separates the lanes of Evans Bay Parade still remains
unfinished. This is certainly unsightly and begs the question why are these jobs not properly finished? In these days of ultra health and
safety it is clearly not the safest of obstacles to negotiate for anyone wanting to cross from one side of the road to the other. An enquiry
with Metlink resulted in this response: This bit between the bus stops will definitely be finished up but however I do not have a time frame
to when this will be done. I'm also unsure about who's contracting this out, it may well be the WCC (Wellington City Council). They can’t say
the weather has been against them – the summer of 2018/19 has been amazing and extremely dry. In this view taken on 31 January NZ
Bus Scania 2201 and M.A.N 2304 pass at the hub; both at work on Route 3. The M.A.N. still in former Go Wellington yellow and black will
eventually be retired when new stock arrives. An NZ Bus Airport Flyer sneaks into view on the left. By the end of February the situation
here remained the same.

❻

Left: As mentioned in this month’s
Overhea(r)d, some Wellington bus routes
were operating on new timings from 3
February. However, the first thing to greet me
on arriving at the Interchange on 4 February
was two Tranzurban double-deckers on Route
1. The leading bus was diesel powered 3517
and wearing an advertisement for Book
Depository. It was being followed by electric
3704. “Let us chauffeur you to the fish and
chip shop” reads the message on the side of
3517. Trouble is, when the time comes to
return home with the takeaways there might
just be a gap in the timings due to bus
bunching and they’ll be cold! More on some
of the new timetables on page 14.

Right: With the former Route 10 to
Newtown Park (and the Zoo) despatched
to history books last July the
reorganisation of the bus routes meant
people now visiting the Zoo either had to
catch two buses or walk from Newtown.
(How do planners come up with such
bizarre ideas?) Following complaints
Metlink decided to reintroduce an hourly
service – the 23z – running between the
Interchange and the Zoo. From the
wording on the leaflet (left) it appears to
be a case of “use it or lose it.” On 4
February electric double-decker 3702 is
about to depart Stop A at the
Interchange for Wellington Zoo. Incidentally there was hardly a soul on the bus. Another reader
contacted me to say that he too had seen a single-decker 23z en route to the Zoo that day and it too
was almost empty. Full marks to Metlink for introducing the service just as the school holidays are
over. More on the 23z on page 21.

Right: One of those “aahh, I don’t
believe it moments”. As you would no
doubt expect, I count myself a keen
observer of buses and can honestly
say, hand on heart, that this is only the
third bus I have seen carrying a bike
since July 2018. As far as bikes on
buses go they are still quite a rare
sight.

Left: There is no doubt that Wellington is a windy city. You could
probably count the number of calm days in a year on one hand.
Metlink has recognised this with its wording “Windyfull Wellington”
on several buses, and in particular on 3506 seen here in Manners
Street on 4 February. The small ad on the back of the bus is to
attract bus drivers for Tranzurban. As you will read in later pages,
Wellington is still short of bus drivers. This was the original style
and size of ad that appeared on its buses – the rest is history as
they say.

❼

Left: Tranzburban’s 3502
has received a full body
advertisement for the
city’s Pulse netball team.
It’s
interesting
how
Metlink wanted their
corporate colour scheme
on the buses and yet as
the months pass more and
more of the paintwork has
been covered up by
advertising.
3502
descends Brooklyn Road
with an inbound Route 7
from Kingston on 11
February 2019. Notice
how the two shades of
yellow clash where they
join at the front.

Right: The rear end view of 3502, seen in this view in Lambton Quay on the same duty but this
time outbound. The rear route number display had been covered by the advertising. However,
by 22 February it was a case of “off with her head” with the route display once again restored.

Left: On 28 September 2010, the trolleybus
wires still hung (just) in Dixon Street as this was
part of the inbound route through the city. 349,
with poles down, is making its way past road
works while working a Route 1 from Island Bay.
Within weeks of this photograph being taken
the wires were removed in readiness for Manners Street fully reopening to buses at the
end of November. From then Dixon Street fell silent to the sound of buses.
Right: The same location on 11
February 2019. Note the rainbow
crossing installed by Wellington
City Council to show its support for
the city’s LGBTQI community. To
quote WCC: “The community asked
for a rainbow crossing on a number
of occasions and it’s one of the ways we’re making the city more pride-friendly. It
was installed in the month of October (2018) to honour the birth of transgender
icon Carmen Rupe.* Her silhouette also features on pedestrian signals in Cuba
Street.” The total cost of this “support” was almost $27,000. And the final word
from WCC... “However it is important to note that the rainbow crossing is not a
zebra crossing. It is an art installation placed on the street between two formal
signal controlled crossing points which have not been changed.” How generous of
the Council – I wonder if they will push to re-introduce the trolleybuses if “the
community” asks?
* Carmen Rupe (1936-2011) was a New Zealand-Australian drag performer, brothel
keeper, anti-discrimination activist, would-be politician, and HIV/AIDS activist. She
was a transgender woman.
Left: While the majority of Wellington’s buses are painted in Metlink’s lime and
blue, thankfully there is plenty of colour still plying the streets. NZ Bus has its
orange Airport Flyers, plus a generous number of yellow ex-Go Wellington
vehicles, purple former Valley Flyers, ex-Auckland grey and blue Scanias and
M.A.N.s and even a couple of blue-liveried M.A.N.s from the City of Sails –
1445 and 1446 and all-over grey 1448. If you like your Wellington buses
without yellow front ends it would pay to get your pictures while you can
because this “Indian summer” will not last very long. On 11 February 2019,
former North Star (Auckland) 2003-built M.A.N. 1445 wends its way through
Manners Street on a Route 3 duty from Lyall Bay to the Railway Station. Since
this photograph was taken 1445 has had Metlink branding and a roof level
message attached. That makes two pictures on this page never to be repeated.

❽

TRYING OUT AN ELECTRIC DOUBLE-DECKER
On 4 February 2019 I thought it was finally time to try out one of Tranzurban’s electric DDs. Until recently their fleet of ten buses
had been rather shy (as far as I am concerned) and tended to operate mainly in the peak hours when I was not often around.
Following the success of the installation of the external charger on 3704 the electric fleet have started to appear more often. As an
indication, two were being used on Kingston services, one on the Island Bay line and as illustrated above another was at work on
the 23z. Just before midday I boarded 3707 for a ride to Brooklyn. About one minute earlier another 7 had departed from the
same stop. I climbed the stairs and was able to sit in the front seat for the premium view. What was noticeable immediately was
the quiet operation of the bus when stationary except when the compressor was working. The bus hummed along with a sound
similar to a trolleybus but once it hit the hills and curves it left its predecessor for dead. (“Sacrilege” I hear you say, but I’m afraid
in my view, true). 3707 nipped up Brooklyn Hill in no time and the acceleration from stops was outstanding. Another thing I liked
was, unlike the Tranzurban double-deckers, there was no irritating “beep-beep-beep-beep” every time someone pressed the bell
to get off and similarly no sound emitted when the doors opened or closed. A ride on a diesel variant from Island Bay almost had
me getting off as it became so annoying and naturally the bus stopped at almost every stop between Island Bay and the
Interchange! So from me, a big tick of approval. Just one thing that I think should be considered to be retro-fitted and added to
any further purchases and that is a horizontal handrail at the front of the bus upstairs. Should the driver have to brake fiercely,
and there’s no reason why it might not happen during a trip, then someone not concentrating could well end up flying head first
into the windscreen. Perhaps seat belts should be fitted in the front row? An accident may not have happened yet but I wonder
why Tranzurban’s diesel DDs are thus fitted but the electric version not?

Left: 3707 departs from the Interchange at 12.07 for Kingston on 4
February with what appears to be just one passenger upstairs in the
seat where only a few minutes earlier I had been sitting.

Right and below: The main purpose for my trip, an opportunity to
replicate a photograph I had taken of a trolleybus in this same
position breasting the top of the hill in Mills Road. In the end I didn’t
quite get the exact same position but you will get the idea.

Left: 371 heads towards the city on 23 November 2016.

❾

ODDS AND ENDS OF INTEREST

Left: Former Mana M.A.N 25, introduced in 2000,
has finished its life as a commercial bus and is being
turned into a house bus. It was photographed near
the southern end of the Kilbirnie bus barns. The
front door has been plated over and the rear door
has become the main entrance. Photo: David Donald.

Right: On 10 April 2003, 25 was photographed at work in Porirua.

Left: Tory Street, Wellington, circa 1940s, photographed
by Gordon H Burt. Turners & Growers Ltd and Market
Gardeners Ltd are visible. Was this the Cable Street
depot connection/exit? Photo: National Library.

Right: In last month’s feature on Switch 470 there was a view looking south along
Onepu Road. This prompted Henry Brittain to look out a similar view in his
collection but one from the days of trams. Taken from the top of double-decker
tram 47, Double Saloon 210 is nearest the camera whilst what looks to be Fiducia
259 is travelling south towards Lyall Bay. A group of young men on the tray of a
truck seem to be having a good time or maybe they’re giving the photographer a
hard time. A number of the buildings in the picture are still extant.

Left: Another period view taken outside Kilbirnie depot. A Bedford
Wellington Tramways breakdown wagon pulls out into Onepu Road.
Although primarily for dealing with tram issues, this would have
been used on occasions for trolleybuses where a tow was not
required.

Original photographs by James Paterson in
Henry Brittain’s collection.

❿

Right: As mentioned in this month’s Overhea(r)d the Hataitai Tunnel has undergone yet
another change recently. First was the addition of white lines and rumble strips and now the
sizeable raised humps at intervals through the tunnel have been removed.

Left: Bus bunching again, with one Route 1
overtaking another. On 5 February electric DD
3704 overtakes diesel DD 3500 at the north
end of Lambton Quay. Yes, they are going to
different destinations on Route 1 but they
supposedly left Island Bay ten minutes apart.
Notice the contrasting front ends. The handrail
on 3500 can be clearly seen.
Metlink publishes data on the reliability and timeliness of its buses and trains:
For data on bus operation go to: https://metlink.org.nz/on-our-way/measuring-progress-on-improvements-to-the-bus-network/
Rail data can be found at: https:www.metlink.org.nz/customer-services/public-transport-facts-and-figures/monthly-rail-performance/
Metlink records bus punctuality as departure from the terminus, leaving between one minute early and five minutes late. For the week 28 January-3 February their
figures show 88.6% of their buses on time. Metlink currently measures timekeeping from the first stop after departure. It would be interesting to know what percentage
of services arrived at the destination on or near to time, particularly as bus bunching is still a common sight around the city on the high frequency routes.

Right: Auckland Transport liveried Alexander
Dennis Enviro 500 5025, part of the NZ Bus
fleet is on loan to Kilbirnie depot for driver
training. On 14 February 2019 it had just
returned to the depot. It is interesting that a
city like Auckland, with much bigger traffic
issues than Wellington will ever have, can
operate buses without the requirement for a
yellow front, though the rear vision mirror
hasn’t escaped! A fleet of these buses (but in
Metlink’s colours) is on its way to the Capital
and should be in service sometime in March.
Comparing this livery to Metlink’s (seen
above) do you have a preference? The
author’s perspective is that 5025 shows a
touch of class.

⓫

“I got to drive electric double-decker 3704 - the
bus with the rear mounted charging unit - both
in and out of service back in late January. It’s a
very nice bus to drive. Wednesday 30 January saw it completing its
first full 18-hour day in service, followed by Thursday, with no issues
whatsoever (so I’m told as I was back in Brisbane by then). When I
had a opportunity to drive the bus it was fully charged in 8 minutes
and it can comfortably do two round trips from Island Bay to the
northern Route 1 terminus on one charge, with some still left
over. Gerard Cooper.
3704 takes a breather in Oriental Parade while out on a test run. Electric buses are a rare sight on this stretch of
road. It was back in 1987 when the trolleybus route along here to Roseneath and Hataitai was closed and
dieselised. Photos: Gerard Cooper.

“Congrats Alan, Your publication has not lost anything! I am staggered how you can knit together
a magazine which has suffered from the loss of your beloved trolleybuses, but has assimilated
diesels which I know you don’t have a lot of time for. Particularly amazing is the tracing of 344
over the years. You must have a fantastic filing system. My grateful thanks again.” David Donald.
“It's been a long journey from the closure, then dismantling, your travels across Europe and the last edition of UTW! It was a relief to turn
over the Auckland trolleybus calendar to reveal February 2019. Your report on street transport through the camera lens was brilliant and
shows what is out there, favourites being the Amsterdam trams with trolleybuses of Budapest (dirtier
than my views of 2007) and Salzburg. Wonder if Gunter Mackinger had frozen batteries taking those
marvellous shots in the snow. Attached are photos of the last tram
travelled on in Amsterdam on 24 August 2014 (left) and the Tfl
Tramlink in Croydon, London which have identical trams to Cologne
(right). The trolleybuses imprisoned in Kilbirnie are now proving what
they were worth, the old order of an efficient transport network that
will never return. People in Wellington have given up complaining,
it's fruitless and the authority has worn them down with changes
being done by stealth. Change for change sake or for the worse
seems to be acceptable. And now drivers’ summer attire under
threat; hope my model of a Designline has a model driver in
shorts! Like you I appreciate feedback, so comments from Roger
Davies and Tom Douce are taken on board on my San Francisco item. The Skoda ETI trolleybuses do
have traction batteries that give off-wire running up to 2.5 miles, sorry! Some of my information was learned on foot around the streets.”
Phil Waters.
“As always, congratulations on another excellent issue of UTW. The highlights for me were - P2; The photo of 302. P3; The charging issues
of the BEBs - no surprise there- best summed up by the following emoji.
The report by Stuff incorrectly stating that there are 60 nowretired trolleybuses. P4 and P5; A Focus on 344 - I wonder if there any other photos of trolleybuses in service on a Saturday or Sunday in
existence? - also the view taken on Jervois Quay. P8; The lack of a regular, direct service to a popular attraction such as a Zoo sums up the
mindset of "transport planners" in Wellington. P11- Former traction poles
being used by chimpanzees is certainly unusual! P16; In response to Phil
Waters letter, I enclose two photos of the model of Dennis Dragon 701. The
off side reads "Pollution Free Trolley Buses for a cleaner tomorrow".
Unusually, there is a driver in the cab. If I remember correctly, I purchased the
model in 2004, from a model shop in Wiltshire (U.K.) The article about the
100% electric bus fleet in Shenzhen was interesting. However, the last three
lines regarding hills and cold weather show that this form of technology is still
a long way from perfection. P17-P22; European Interlude. I particularly liked
the photos of trams 918 and 2086. P23; Inside Kilbirnie - how sad and forlorn the trolleybuses now look. Maybe the bird droppings sum up
how the local avians feel about the closure of the trolleybus system! . P27; Battling the Snow, particularly the photo of 271. P36;
Salzburg Update; Good to read that the operator took note of the protests regarding route 9. P38; Smart looking trolleybuses for SaintEtienne. Douglas Meriweather, the San Francisco trolleybus driver, has written another book, entitled ‘The Trolleybus of Happy Destiny.’ It
is published by Book Venture Publishing LLC, and available from Amazon.” Tom Douce.
“Many thanks indeed for the latest excellent issue, together with your interesting covering note. Again the content is superb, and your trip
to Europe and Amsterdam in particular did bring a smile to my face.” Peter Blears.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Left: The electrical equipment cabinets associated with the
charger in Reef Street have had a mural depicting a bush
scene applied to their exteriors. However, as at the time of
writing only one of Tranzurban’s electric fleet, 3704, is
equipped to use the charging mast. On 19 February 2019,
two Route 1 diesel double-deckers pass one another.

⓬

A FOCUS ON 345 - LOOKING BACK AT ITS LIFE, YEAR BY YEAR

Right: Our journey with 345 begins on 30 October
2008 when the trolleybus was first observed at work
in Manners Street. You may notice that the bus
appears to be travelling along the wrong side of the
road; however, this part of the street was still oneway prior to the re-opening of Manners Mall in
November 2010. In-bound buses used Dixon Street,
seen in the left background.

Left: 345 is next pictured receiving attention on the hoist
at Kilbirnie depot on 21 August 2009. In the foreground is
the second of the main fleet of Designlines, 332, which
went on to run until the last day of trolleybus operation.

Right: This view of Manners/Willis Street intersection was taken on 6 December 2010. The
new bus thoroughfare had only been open a few days when this view of 345 waiting to turn
right in Willis Street was taken.

Left: A few weeks later on 19 January 2011, 345 was
photographed travelling south along Wallace Street
and passing Massey University with an 11 service to
Seatoun.

Right: On 16 January 2012, 343 was still ad-free and on this occasion is departing the
Interchange with a Route 1 duty to Island Bay. It has to be said that NZ Bus made a
smart decision in painting their buses in this eye-catching colour. You could always see
a Go Wellington bus from a long way away! Switch 406 is in the foreground.

⓭

Right: By 16 October 2013 345 had joined many of its sisters and
was wearing a side ad. In this view it is departing from Karori Park
for Lyall Bay. Waiting at the terminus arrival point is 351.

Left: 1.30pm in Lambton Quay on 11 April 2014 with 345 captured in the
dappled lighting and approaching the (now closed) Stout Street stop with an
11 to Seatoun.

Right: The ads don’t get bigger than this! 345 is inbound on
29 August 2015 to the Railway Station from Kilbirnie depot
to begin work. The location is Hamilton Road with the bus
about to continue into Kupe Street, Hataitai. This was part
of the Route 2 trolleybus route to Miramar and was also
frequently used by buses travelling to/from the depot.

Left: Arguably one of the quirkiest ads
carried on a trolleybus was this one for the
movie Zootopia. 345 is pictured in Hector
Street at the Seatoun terminus on 29 March
2016. It would have been rather special to
have captured it on Route 10 at Newtown
Park for the Zoo.

⓮

Left: I am unable to give a specific date as to when 345
was withdrawn but this was the last photograph I took
of the bus in service; departing the Interchange for
Island Bay on 17 March 2017.

Right: With 331 parked behind, 345 has
finished its working career as a trolleybus and
bides its time in the southern end of Kilbirnie
depot alongside many others of its kind. On
10 October 2017 there were only twenty-one
days before the very last trolleybus worked in
Wellington – 345 was not to be one of those
who did.

---------------------------------------------------

TIMETABLE CHANGES
3 February 2019
The recent changes to bus operation resulted
in three high frequency routes being created
by Metlink, Route 1 (Johnsonville and
northern suburbs to Island Bay), Route 2
Karori to Seatoun and Route 3 between
Wellington Railway Station and Lyall Bay and
Rongotai. These services run the largest number of buses with at times less than a ten-minute headway
in the peaks, ten-minute during the off-peak and half-hourly in the latter part of the evening. A
consequence of high frequency is the resultant incidence of buses bunching and running one behind
the other. Obviously this is not the intention but unfortunately it can and does at times become the
reality. Buses may depart their termini on time but somewhere along their routes encounter issues that
delay them meaning the following service catches up as illustrated in last month’s issue (and repeated
left) with three Route 2 services one behind the other in Lambton Quay travelling towards Karori on 25
January. Metlink decided to make some timetable changes from 3 February – “They’re designed to help
more buses arrive on time and provide more morning and evening services to help you get to where you
need to go.” Having looked through the changes to the high frequency routes I am at loss as to how the
timekeeping can be improved although a couple of extra late evening services have been added. Route
1 timetable changes: On Mondays to Fridays inbound services to Island Bay have increased by 6
throughout the day and outbound services by 7. Saturday services are increased by three buses in each
direction. Sunday services are unchanged. Route 2 timetable changes: On Mondays to Fridays there are eight extra city-bound services
and seven less outbound. One earlier starting service has been added from Seatoun and one later service added from Karori. On Saturdays
there are four extra buses in each direction and Sunday frequency is unchanged. Route 3 timetable changes: on Mondays to Fridays there
is one less inbound and three extra outbound services. As with Route 2, an extra early morning service has been added from the Railway
Station although the timetable remains unchanged at the other end of the route in
the evenings. Three extra outbound buses operate on Saturday with two extra
inbound. Again, Sunday timetable remains unchanged. Taking these high frequency
routes as examples and looking at the peak-hour frequency I am not convinced of
Metlink’s claim seen above. Fortunately, I had copies of both the 15 July 2018 and 3
February 2019 timetables to make the comparisons of “apples with apples.”

Right: On 4 February, the first day of full changes to many timetables,
Tranzurban 3507 makes its way through Manners Street with a Route 1JW
(Johnsonville West). The rear is covered with a Regional Council Parks
advertisement and on the side there’s a large panel ad for the Book Depository.
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BUSES IN THE MEDIA... (another busy month)
The trolleybuses vanished, as everyone knows. Pledges that they would return in a new battery-driven form came to nothing. Electric
double-deckers were rumoured, but seldom seen. The Regional Council’s new bus system, with a fleet almost entirely of diesel vehicles,
was hugely unpopular. For every denial and apology, there were scores of complaints from unhappy passengers. (We published so many
of them.) As Hugh Rennie wrote:
The economic cost of this shambles in Wellington city is huge. It comes from GWRC taking overall control when not competent to do that.
GWRC aimed for a “Big Bang” implementation (which is all ego and razzmatazz and not the effective and efficient way to phase in change).
It has applied “big city” techniques like hubs which are not workable in a small town like Wellington with low bus frequency and small
numbers of transfers. It pushed out a competent and experienced operator, and experienced (in many cases dedicated) drivers and other
staff – mainly to take control for GWRC. Then it egotistically and grandly over-promised it would be better when it was never going to be as
good as before.
And then there were the other vanishing buses – named “ghost buses” for their failure to appear after they were listed on the new but
less than reliable real-time information system. (An overseas expert was flown in to try and fix it.)
Source: Wellington Scoop. 1 January 2019. http://wellington.scoop.co.nz/?p=115128#more-115128
This is an excerpt from: Vanishing Points article.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Bus drivers running red lights attract almost 200 complaints in a year
Wellingtonians who say the road code doesn't apply to bus drivers may be right, with red light running by bus drivers attracting almost 200
complaints last year. But the Tramways Union believed bus drivers broke the rules due to the stress of meeting strict timetables - and said
the number of bus driver red light runners could be higher than reported. A Metlink spokesman said the allegations were concerning to
Greater Wellington Regional Council, but they were working with bus operators. "Metlink would rather a service was late than road rules
broken." Last year, 194 incidents were reported to Metlink for running red lights. Of those, 85 were referred to Metlink bus operators for
further investigation. When approached, police said they weren't aware of any red light running bus drivers being referred to them for
investigation. Tramways Union secretary Kevin O'Sullivan believed bus drivers were facing significant timetable pressure, but agreed
the numbers were concerning. "I'm surprised it's not more, to be honest. 194 were reported, so there could be more than double of that
happening." O'Sullivan said he was not aware of any union members being prosecuted for running red lights. Automobile Association (AA)
spokesman Dylan Thomsen said red light running was their members' number one frustration. "If you don't know that red means stop, you
probably shouldn't be behind the wheel." Thomsen said he had seen bus drivers run red lights at the intersection of Willis St and Lambton
Quay, and the intersection of Willis, Boulcott and Manners streets. "All it takes is for the timing to be wrong when somebody takes off
from a red light and cause a serious crash." At present, Wellington has only one red light camera operating - it was stationed at the
intersection of Karo Dr and Victoria St, near the Terrace Tunnel entrance. Thomsen said the AA had been calling for more red light cameras
for years. Wellington City Council spokesman Richard MacLean said officers from the council's traffic operations centre had provided
monitoring, but their cameras were not positioned to accurately catch red light runners. "We have advised GWRC to conduct their own
more accurate on-site monitoring of the buses in regards to red light running." Metlink said it had completed a "considerable amount of
work" with bus operators to tweak timetables, and some changes were launched on Sunday. "We believe that working in partnership with
our operators on good driving behaviours is the best way forward," the Metlink spokesman said.
Source: Stuff. 4 February 2019.
https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/110350912/bus-drivers-running-red-lights-attract-almost-200-complaints-in-a-year
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cancelling buses and trains
Lyndsay Shelton
Metlink introduced its new bus timetables yesterday. Things didn’t go too well. (Wellington City Councillor) Sarah Free reported that over
30 morning bus services were cancelled in the eastern suburbs. Dave Armstrong wrote: “It’s sad that even people who want to catch buses
and trains are losing faith.” The cancelled buses included four services on one route. Bad luck for hopeful travellers on route 14: the
services scheduled to run at 6:52, 7:30, 7:37, and 7:48 were all cancelled. Metlink tweeted vaguely later in the morning that it had “seen”
a number of bus cancellations. It said it was investigating and would “provide more details when we have them.” The explanation never
arrived. The Regional Council said nothing about yesterday’s failures. Instead, it announced that bus drivers will be stopping work on
Thursday and Friday. Barbara Donaldson, the regional councillor who chairs the transport committee, sees these stopworks – strangely –
as a “positive step.” She had nothing to say about Monday’s cancellations. (She has seldom talked about the bustastrophe which she has
overseen.) But she said the stopwork meetings “could provide more certainty” for travellers. How could this be? Because, in her view, they
would be a move towards “concluding negotiations.” The regional council expected (or maybe just hoped) that they would lead to
“greater unity between the operator and union.” Is her council implying that all the cancellations were caused by some lack of unity? Are
these negotiations that should have been completed before the new bus system was introduced so many months ago? Her statement
continues the regional council’s endeavours to position itself as removed from all the problems. When any frustrated commuter can tell
you that the council is the responsible organisation. Her councillor colleague Roger Blakeley provided some minimal information late in
the day. He said that Metlink dropped 27 trips during today’s morning peak. Again, he said, this was due to driver availability. “Search on
for drivers.” Then there are the train cancellations. As Dave Armstrong wrote this morning: What has bothered me over the last few weeks
is the number of train services cancelled, reduced or replaced by buses because of “staff availability”. Didn’t Transdev Wellington, which
runs the trains, win the contract because it put in a superior bid to KiwiRail? Yet this multinational company can’t even provide enough
staff to service the contract they won. Why not? And more: Why does Metlink not inform us just what “staff availability” means? During
the same period, I didn’t notice Air New Zealand or even Jetstar cancelling flights because of “staff availability” problems. If a school
repeatedly failed to put teachers in front of kids, however bad the staffing crisis, it would get taken over by a commissioner. If a hospital
repeatedly cancels operations there is an outcry. Why is public transport any different? Does Transdev not have a pool of employees and a
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strategy, as most efficient businesses do, to cover for staff sickness or unavailability? Or is it that if you pay peanuts you get services
cancelled due to “staff availability”? And Dave reaches this conclusion: As we build expensive convention centres, advocate for longer
runways, and try to attract even more tourists to the city, perhaps our next tourism campaign could be “Come to Wellington – Subject to
Staff Availability”. At least it would be honest. Bus cancellations continued today, though Metlink described them as only “a few.” What
did it mean by this? It listed 15 services that were cancelled this morning. It said the cause was “driver availability.” Did it mean a lack of
staff? A lack of unity? A lack of planning? Or was it (as someone suggested on Twitter) a sudden outbreak of an unexpected epidemic that
is striking down our bus drivers?
Source: Wellington Scoop. 5 February 2019. http://wellington.scoop.co.nz/?p=115987
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

103 complaints: cyclists concerned about near misses with buses
Cyclists in the capital say bus drivers are leaving them scared for their safety. Wellington’s regional transport operator Metlink has
received 103 complaints of buses getting too close to cyclists in the last 12 months, two of which resulted in injury. Robert Fiddes cycles
40km to work every day, from Wainuiomata to Wellington, along the Hutt Valley cycleway. Two weeks ago, he was almost hit by a bus as
he was cycling home. “One of those Transit buses came straight through and didn’t even look to see if I was coming along the cycleway
and I had about 2m before I could have hit him – he just kept on going, I thought it was the end of it really.” Patrick Morgan, from the
Cycling Action Network, said that most drivers “try and do the right thing” but a new bus network, with new drivers, could be to blame. “I
think that’s really adding up to a perfect storm where perhaps some less experienced drivers are not taking the care they’re required to
and I think the heat is really going on Metlink and the bus operators to show how they can mitigate the risk, so we can all get home
safely.” Metlink has been working with Cycle Action Network (CAN) to teach bus drivers to be more aware of cyclists on the road, with 44
drivers completing the workshop in the last year. Richard Barter is the manager for Share the Road, CAN’s cycling safety programme for
commercial drivers, which involves getting drivers out of the bus and into the cyclist’s seat. “They understand the hazards that cyclists face
– car doors opening, potholes, glass – and this is the reason why cyclists ride further out into the lane than they might expect. We also
take them through exercises where they understand what safe following feels like and also, what being passed safely feels like. “So they
actually stand on the side of the road and they get passed by a bus and they will measure the distance and be asked, ‘just how did that
feel? Was that enough?’” An avid cyclist, Mr Barter said that accidents can be avoided if cyclists communicate more with drivers. “My
approach is quite straightforward – when I hear a bus approaching I will always turn and wave to the driver and then, things start to go
well – I engage with that driver as a person and then they will respond as a person and we work together on that passing manoeuvre.”
“Treat drivers as people, just as we as cyclists expect to be treated as people.” But Mr Morgan doesn’t think driver training is enough to
stop accidents and wants the official rode code guidance of 1m – 1.5m of passing space to be made into law. “Because there is no safe
passing law at the moment it means that police are really reluctant to take prosecutions – even when you’ve got a video showing how
close a pass is, police typically don’t do much in response to that. We feel that has to change.”
Source: Wellington Scoop – originally from a RNZ report. 5 February 2019. http://wellington.scoop.co.nz/?p=116017
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Left: Letter to The Dominion Post 6 February 2019 under the banner “Double-deckers just the Ticket.”
Ironically the newspaper included a photograph beside the letter of... a diesel double-decker! It is good
to see the electrics out and about a whole lot more than they used to be, though the writer probably
isn’t aware that Tranzurban so far has only ten electric double-deckers. Many of the “fume-belching
dungers” Norman Wilkins referred to were retired last year but there are still numbers of buses in
service some of which go back to 2002. Of course there are now many newer buses in the fleet serving
Wellington that are Euro 6 compliant, but they are not as clean as trolleybuses!
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Meanwhile, over in Tauranga, NZ Bus is having problems with its Baybus services...

Bus fix: Old routes may return, other trips will be dropped
A new set of timetables will be developed for Tauranga's roundly criticised new bus network. Old bus
routes may return while other services will be less frequent as the Bay of Plenty Regional Council
attempts to stem the fallout from the new NZ Bus-operated Baybus network, which has attracted
hundreds of complaints since it launched with new routes in December. In a heated meeting today the
council's public transport committee gave staff the go-ahead to work with NZ Bus to create a new set of timetables with changes to the
frequency of some services. Council chief executive Fiona McTavish said that would mean some routes would run less often, for example
hourly instead of half-hourly. She said the new timetable would be sent out to the community and would give people certainty about
using the network. NZ Bus has been cancelling trips daily since schools returned due to, it says, a shortage of drivers. Today, the
committee heard, 90 trips were cancelled. The council also approved in principle the reestablishment of two old routes ditched when the
new network launched on December 10. Route 36 from Pāpāmoa direct to the CBD will be re-established and an extension will be
introduced via Maungatapu. Route 70 in Matua will return in off-peak hours. Transport staff were also asked to urgently look into the
Brookfield service.
Source: Bay of Plenty Times. 8 February 2019.
https://www.nzherald.co.nz/bay-of-plenty-times/news/article.cfm?c_id=1503343&objectid=12202075
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'No excuse' - Under-fire contractor NZ Bus questioned about Tauranga failures
NZ Bus forecasts it will be another 10 to 12 weeks before it has enough staff to operate Tauranga's bus service. Executives from the underfire company, which won a $14.8 million-a-year Bay of Plenty Regional Council contract to operate the relaunched bus network, fronted a
meeting of the council's public transport committee meeting today. General Manager Claire Neville apologised for the issues before being
subjected to intense questioning by councillors about the company's failures to meet contractual obligations since taking over the service
on December 10. "We acknowledge and accept the disruption, inconvenience, frustration and indeed the anger about the current
situation we are in with dropped services and trips missed," she said. "We are sorry for that. It is not a situation we want to be in. We are
committed to working co-operatively with the Bay of Plenty Regional Council to address these issues as quickly as possible and deliver
reliable public transport." She said the driver shortage was a national issue the company also experienced in its Auckland and Wellington
operations. The company paid Bay drivers $2 an hour more than the previous contractor but faced recruitment competition from other
companies and transport industries, and had difficulty hiring over Christmas in a tight labour market. Of the 150 full-time equivalent
drivers needed, they had 110 and another 6-10 expected to start training - which takes up to 10 weeks depending on experience - soon.
She estimated it would take 10-12 weeks to hire another 30 drivers. The shortage issues were exacerbated by the return of schools and
the increased scope - particularly in weekend work, which came with additional rostering complications - of the new service. Riled-up
councillors said the company either knew about or could have predicted those challenges when it tendered for and signed the contract.
Neville said the company tendered in 2017 when the shortage was less severe and started recruitment six months ahead of the launch. NZ
Bus was leaving "no stone unturned" in its effort to find drivers, including talking to other operators, recruiting internationally and
lobbying the Government to have driving put on the skill shortage list. Some of the harshest criticism came from regional councillor Kevin
Winters. "All I have heard this morning is excuses. You signed a contract, you have to deliver. He said he regretted not doing more due
diligence before voting to award the company the contract. "You are single-handedly letting us down big time by your non-performance."
He said the driver shortage situation was "just bizarre". He was among several councillors said they would not accept a proposal to reduce
the advertised level of service until the driver shortage was resolved. At the start of the meeting chairman Lyall Thurston issued a personal
apology for the impact the issues had on bus users.
Source: Bay of Plenty Times. 8 February 2019.
https://www.nzherald.co.nz/bay-of-plenty-times/news/article.cfm?c_id=1503343&objectid=12202014
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Apology issued for Tauranga's bus 'fiasco' at meeting of Bay of Plenty
Regional Council public transport committee
The regional public transport chairman for the Bay of Plenty has apologised to Tauranga for the litany of issues with the new bus service.
Opening a meeting of the Bay of Plenty Regional Council's public transport committee today, councillor Lyall Thurston said there had been
"challenges" with the network. The new Baybus service launched on December 10 with a new contractor, NZ Bus, and changed routes. "I
would like to personally apologise as the chair of this committee to the people of Tauranga for the events that have unfolded in the last
couple of months," Thurston said. "I apologise especially to the aged in this community, to the transport disadvantaged and to my
community of people with disabilities." He said there had been challenges with the new service - including timetabling and a shortage of
bus drivers - particularly since the school year started. "I understand this has impacted the trust and confidence in public transport in
Tauranga and the Western Bay of Plenty." He said the council was working "extremely hard" to resolve the issues with its partners
Tauranga City Council and NZ Bus. "At the end of the day the regional council is responsible for the public transport network." The
committee is meeting to discuss the issues and potential solutions, with several members of the public in attendance. Councillors have
roundly criticised the rollout, with regional councillor Paula Thompson saying it had been a "fiasco".
Source: Bay of Plenty Times. 8 February 2019.
https://www.nzherald.co.nz/bay-of-plenty-times/news/article.cfm?c_id=1503343&objectid=12201908
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

NZ Bus on notice over Tauranga bus service
Frustration over the shambolic bus service in Tauranga by new provider NZ Bus boiled over at the Bay of Plenty Regional Council today.
Directors of the Company have been put on notice. They fronted up to the Regional Council's public transport committee to put their case.
It didn’t go down well with the councillors. “You are single-handedly letting us down because of your non-performance,” says Councillor
Kevin Winters. “The service is not good enough. “The Community has lost faith in you. Not engaging enough drivers is bizarre. “All I have
heard is excuses. I want solutions.” “You are not delivering what we signed up for on December 10 and we certainly did not agree to the
reduced level of service you are delivering.” The council heard about cancelled bus service, buses not turning up on time, changes in bus
routes, school kids stranded because there are not enough school buses, they turn up late or not at all. NZ Bus General Manager
operations Clair Neville admitted they “didn’t anticipate the scale of the services needed when school started”. "We did prioritise school
services. The trips that were missed were urban service trips not school trips. "We weren’t able to meet requirements and we weren’t
able to closes the gaps in driver shortage,” says Clair. She admits driver shortage is a major issue. “We need 150 full time drivers, at the
moment we have 110 (40 short), we anticipate it will take 10 to 12 week to reach the necessary staffing levels. “It will require a minimum
of 10 weeks to source, process and train drivers.” Clair says they are paying two dollar an hour more to drivers than the previous
contractor. But councillors say their pay scale is still not good enough because drivers are already leaving. Clair says they are filling the gap
in driver shortage by engaging drivers from Auckland. The Committee chairman councillor Lyall Thurston personally apologised to the
people of Tauranga for the issues they’ve been facing with the bus service. "I apologise especially to the aged in this community, to the
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transport disadvantaged and to my community of people with disabilities," says Lyall. “NZ Bus has not delivered to the contract.” There’s a
grave shortage of drivers, which has impacted directly on service delivery. “The directors of NZ Bus have heard a high degree of anger and
frustration from around the council table. “I haven’t seen that level of anger and frustration with colleagues in my many years on the
regional council. “They’ve certainly got some take home messages to go away with. “We will certainly be looking at how we view the
contract now and what we see as instrumental in being an interim part of any interim solutions to fix this. “Some of the time lines that are
being proposed we feel are totally unrealistic.” “We are committed to a high quality bus system for the people of Tauranga." Councillors
have agreed in principal to reinstate route 36 and the former route 70 in Matua during off peak hours while maintaining the current peak
service. A Pāpāmoa to CBD route via Maungatapu – an extension to route 36 - will also be introduced while further changes to the
network will be scoped over coming weeks. Lyall says there have been significant challenges with the implementation of the new bus
contract, particularly since the beginning of the school year.“ Many of these issues were able to be attributed to a driver shortage which
then disrupted the network’s timetable. “The Regional Council has been inundated with feedback about the network over the last two
months and there have been some recurring themes which the council has prioritised to address. “The Maungatapu community has been
largely affected by not having a direct bus route to the CBD, we will be re-instating this. “We have also heard from those in Pāpāmoa that
can no longer get a bus directly to the Tauranga CBD so we hope the extension to route 36 will address this.” “The priority right now is to
resolve the immediate challenges – particularly the cancellation of some bus services due to a driver shortage, and the need for faster
communication around any route disruptions. “Transport staff are also looking at making changes to the current timetables to give some
certainty for bus users during the current driver shortage.”
Source: Sunlive. 8 February 2019.
https://sunlive.co.nz/news/199528-nz-bus-on-notice-over-tauranga-bus-service
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

NZ Bus drivers get pay increase and maintain working conditions
Wellington and Hutt Valley Bus drivers working for New Zealand Bus in the Wellington region have ratified their collective agreements
with the company maintaining their terms and conditions and increasing their pay. The drivers’ union says the settlement is a wake-up call
to the region’s other major bus company, Tranzit. “It’s taken a while and it got close to industrial action, but we’ve worked through good
faith negotiations with NZ Bus and we’ve got an outcome they and our members can live with.” Says Wellington Tramways Union
Secretary Kevin O’Sullivan. “By comparison, our negotiations with Tranzit have been marked by the company’s continued refusal to
bargain in good faith and their repeated stalling of bargaining. It’s got to the point where we are now trying to get an agreement through
facilitation with the Employment Relations Authority which is a last ditch legal process. “We have repeatedly offered Tranzit the basic deal
that NZ Bus has struck with its drivers and they have repeatedly refused it. It’s time for them to take a leaf from their competitor’s book
and agree to a fair deal matching the Wellington region standard. There’s no excuse not to.”
Source: Wellington Scoop. 8 February 2019. http://wellington.scoop.co.nz/?p=116089
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

An appalling year for the buses
Daran Ponter
It’s been an appalling year for all concerned with Wellington’s public transport. The Regional Council let the side down badly – execution
was just simply poor on so many fronts. Some of these issues were outside the Council’s immediate control, but at the end of the day the
buck has to stop with the Council / Metlink. The bus network has improved quite significantly since the initial problems – but is still far
from perfect. There are still capacity issues on some routes, bus bunching still occurs – albeit less often, provision of the right sized buses
by one company is an ongoing issue – though less severe than it was at the outset, and hubbing is still not working as best it should. The
blue lights were removed – remember those? The Real Time Information System has improved out of sight – only for some gremlins to
revisit us last week and this week. Given the problems that eventuated, the new fares package (off peak discounts, free fare transfers,
student fares etc) have hardly got a mention, but nevertheless seems to have been well received (or used). I suggest that attitudes have
changed. For example, people are now more acutely aware of who the convenor of bus services – Metlink – is, in large part because
they’ve had cause to complain, and some people have the 0800 number on speed dial – though again the number of complaints has
dropped dramatically and we are now largely back into the realm of queries. The GWRC undertakes a six monthly survey of users
experience on the buses. The results of the November survey (to be released shortly) will show a decline in satisfaction with the
Wellington City bus network. Hoping that the May survey will show satisfaction results moving north again, but it is going to take time to
rebuild confidence. Despite this it seems that Wellingtonians are hardy souls* – and even when approximately 5% of transferring
passengers are taken into account, the number of bus users is holding up well in comparison to that same time last year. There is still
much work to do – including a review later this year of the new Wellington City bus routes. To date, through motions to the Council, I and
other Wellington based regional councillors have managed to get a number of routes extended of reinstated – No 14 from Hataitai to
Kilbirnie, Zoo Service, Vogeltown direct service – and we are pushing for changes on the Miramar Peninsula, where Strathmore and
Miramar North need attention, as well as other changes across the City. With respect to the cancellation of rail services, the issue is simple
– a lack of train drivers. And it takes approximately 9 months to train a train driver. This is an issue facing the sector as a whole, but
disappointing that the operator didn’t see this coming – should have acted quicker to avert this situation.
Daran Ponter is a Greater Wellington Regional Councillor and deputy chair of the Sustainable Transport Committee.
Source: Wellington Scoop. 12 February 2019. http://wellington.scoop.co.nz/?p=116185
*Daran Ponter refers to Wellington bus users as “hardy souls”. They have little option than make do with what has been foisted on them.
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City’s ‘chronic’ driver shortage
A "chronic" shortage of bus and train drivers is causing commuter frustration across Wellington, and the region's public transport
overseers warn the problem could get worse. More than 50 Wellington trains have not run in the past month because of a lack of staff,
while a continued shortage of bus drivers saw 20 services cancelled across the city on Tuesday morning. Metlink's Twitter account shows
more than 70 train services have been cancelled since January 14 in total. Other cancellations have been caused by things like mechanical
and maintenance problems, power outages, medical emergencies, on-board incidents, and one "planning issue" when a driver was
mistakenly left off the roster. The worst day was February 5 when eight services were cancelled because of a lack of drivers and only two
were able to be replaced by buses. A Metlink spokeswoman said on some days it had up to 16 per cent of staff on some rosters
unavailable to run trains due to unplanned long and short term leave. "We are doing everything we can to manage this shortage including
recruiting, training, and pulling staff in to help wherever possible." More than 96 per cent of train services operated across the region in
January, despite Transdev's "temporary" staff shortage, the spokeswoman said. "However, we apologise unreservedly for any disruption
to passengers caused by the cancellation of our services. We notify passengers of any impact to services in advance and prioritise the
busiest trains when possible." Bus commuters have also faced disruption, with operator NZ Bus cancelling many services during the past
few weeks. That is despite new timetables introduced by Metlink on February 3 promising more frequent and reliable buses. Greater
Wellington Regional Council chairman Chris Laidlaw said the driver shortage was putting a massive strain on the region's public transport
network. "There is certainly a chronic shortage of bus drivers, which is a major problem for us," he said. "The problem is endemic. It's now
become apparent there is a shortage of train drivers as well." There needed to be a "national conversation" about how to recruit and
retain bus and train drivers, Laidlaw said. "Because if there isn't, this could well get worse, rather than better." Tramways Union secretary
Kevin O'Sullivan said the bus driver shortage was a "complete nightmare and fiasco". "Chronic doesn't even describe it," he said.
Source: Stuff. 13 February 2019.
https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/110529728/fifty-trains-cancelled-as-wellington-is-gripped-by-a-chronic-driver-shortage
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Commuters’ frustration grows at bus no-shows
Commuter chaos has struck Wellington again, with almost 30 peak-hour bus services cancelled across the city. Metlink said there had been
28 cancellations between 7am and 9am yesterday (February 13). Many commuters have taken to Facebook to vent their frustrations. “For
the second day in a row, the No 21 from Courtenay Place at 7.50am hasn’t appeared. And now the 8.05am has disappeared from the RTI
(real time information board) at Taranaki Street,” commuter Corrina Connor said. “Wow, so this morning the 7.40am 12e and 7.55am 12
and 8.25am 12 cancelled,” commuter Nicky Robinson said. “How the hell are we meant to get to work when this crap keeps happening?
Strathmore are struggling beyond belief. “Is anybody going to fix this? We are late to work every day.” Greater Wellington Regional
Council chairman Chris Laidlaw said on Tuesday that the region was struggling with “chronic” driver shortages. Tramways Union secretary
Kevin O’Sullivan said the bus driver shortage was a “complete nightmare and fiasco”. O’Sullivan blamed the continuing problems on the
changeover of bus operator contracts overseen by the council last year as part of the region’s network overhaul. A new model introduced
by the previous National government encouraged councils to commercialise public transport services, which meant drivers’ wages and
conditions were often compromised in contract negotiations, O’Sullivan said.
Source: The Dominion Post. February 14 2019.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

No more Snapper on Airport Flyer, and no more RTI tracking
From Sunday 24 February the Airport Flyer will stop accepting Snapper as a payment method and will no longer be tracked by Metlink’s
real time information services. Although the Airport Flyer is not a Metlink service it had been using Snapper which meant Metlink were
able to provide tracking information on behalf of the operator NZ Bus. NZ Bus has now made a commercial decision to remove Snapper as
a payment method from the service also known as route 91. Without the Snapper technology on board Metlink will no longer be able to
track the Airport Flyer on RTI boards at bus stops, the Metlink Commuter app or the Journey Planner on the Metlink website. NZ Bus
advise that the Airport Flyer will now only accept eftpos (card) payments and cash fares. Passengers wishing to use the Airport Flyer
commercial service are advised to check out the Airport Flyer website for timetable and further information:
http://www.airportflyer.co.nz/
Source: Metlink. 15 February 2019.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

More strife for Capital’s bus users
Some Wellington bus services could be suspended because of a continuing driver shortage. Thousands of commuters have been left
stranded in recent days, with operator NZ Bus cancelling up to 30 buses a day in the morning rush hour. With the company's resources
stretched, Greater Wellington Regional Council is proposing to cancel some lesser-used bus services to free up drivers for busier routes.
The council was not able to say on Monday which routes may be cut, or how long the interim cancellations could last. "We are currently
working together with NZ Bus to identify a range of opportunities to use resources more effectively," it said in a statement. The council
has also proposed to help NZ Bus in its driver recruitment bid by doing things like placing job advertisements on buses. NZ Bus cancelled
almost 5 per cent of its buses between February 1 and 11, comfortably the most of Wellington's four operators. It has also been hit by the

⓴

delay of 17 double-decker buses which were meant to be phased in from February 3. They will now be phased in from February 26. The
problems come after the council introduced changes to NZ Bus routes two weeks ago - including adding extra buses - designed to improve
the network. Regional councillor Daran Ponter, deputy chairman of the council's sustainable transport committee, took to social media to
lash out at NZ Bus for its failures. "NZ Bus were aware that additional services would be provided from February 4 and they said they could
deliver. "We know this because NZ Bus signed off on the additional services and created the shift rosters which they in turn signed off with
[the] Tramways [Union]. "Turns out that NZ Bus were not as prepared as they said they were, because of driver shortages - a problem that
they and other operators are experiencing in Wellington, Auckland, Tauranga, and which stretches wider across the professional driving
sector." The council had encouraged NZ Bus to use drivers from other companies to help address shortfalls, Ponter said. Wellington's
other commuter bus operators - Tranzurban, Mana, and Uzabus - had all managed to come up with enough drivers, while NZ Bus was
"dragging the chain". NZ Bus general manager of operations Claire Neville said the company was working hard to recruit drivers. "The
challenge that NZ Bus, and other operators, currently face is an increasing requirement to recruit more drivers as travel demand increases
in the main centres across the country, at a time when employment is at an historically high level." The company was now looking at hiring
drivers from overseas, Neville said.
Source: Stuff. 18 February 2019.
https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/110674524/some-wellington-bus-services-could-be-suspended-indefinitely-because-of-driver-shortage
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Train services canned and bus cancellations to continue amid
'unprecedented' driver shortage
Abridged...
...Meanwhile, NZ Bus, which has been cancelling up to 30 buses a day in the morning peak in recent days, said it was 20 drivers short and
was struggling to attract any applicants at all. Chief executive Zane Fulljames said the company was working with the council to
identify services which could be "temporarily trimmed". "We are going to be cancelling services on a daily basis, and it's down to a
shortage of drivers." He admitted the company's recent efforts "fell short". "We are disappointed that we haven't been able to meet
expectations of our customers, expectations of the council, and the expectations of our staff." The company used to receive at least 10
job applications jobs a week, but by the end of last year was getting none, Fulljames said. In some cases, drivers were working while on
annual leave to help alleviate the problem. "[We] can't continue to work people as hard as they are now." The company would look to
recruit drivers from overseas during the next six months, and source drivers and buses from other operators. Regional council chief
executive Greg Campbell said it was impossible to predict what bus services would look like over the next six months. "If there's a shortage
of drivers, we just have to reallocate them to other routes. I would certainly hope there's an improvement." NZ Bus lost the majority of its
Wellington contracts to Tranzurban last year when the region's bus network was overhauled. Tramways Union secretary Kevin
O'Sullivan said about 140 drivers came off contract at that time, and the majority of them decided to retire. NZ Bus was "not being well
run", with its Wellington network and recruitment system both being run from Auckland, he said. Pulling in drivers from other companies
to help out was "just mad". "That's just a symptom which shows them the whole thing isn't working properly."
Source: Stuff. 20 February 2019.
https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/110737236/train-services-canned-and-bus-cancellations-to-continue-amid-unprecedented-drivershortage
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Twenty Wellington bus services suspended for up to six months
because of driver shortage
Twenty morning rush-hour bus services across Wellington will be cancelled for up to six months as Metlink scales back timetables in
response to a driver shortage. The region's public transport operator signalled earlier this week it would need to suspend some buses as it
dealt with a crippling driver shortage at NZ Bus. It confirmed on Friday nine routes would have fewer services between 7am and 9am,
affecting about 200 passengers, while six services on two other routes would be replaced by shuttle vans, and four school services would
be run by other companies. Greater Wellington Regional Council chief executive Greg Campbell said the cutbacks would at least provide
commuters with some certainty about whether their buses would arrive. "The past few weeks have been an uncertain time, with
customers - particularly in the eastern suburbs - not being sure if their trip will happen or not. "This was not acceptable so we have worked
with NZ Bus to identify routes across the city that could be temporarily suspended or replaced with the least amount of impact on
customers." The reduced timetables would also mean buses would be fuller and more people would need to stand, Campbell said. "We
know that this will impact on the level of comfort for customers but this inconvenience to around 200 passengers will bring increased
certainty to thousands of customers across the 1300 trips operated by NZ Bus each day." NZ Bus chief executive Zane Fulljames told
councillors on Wednesday the company was about 20 drivers short, and it was now looking to recruit drivers from overseas to help
address the problem. "We are going to be cancelling services on a daily basis, and it's down to a shortage of drivers." New timetables and
suggested alternate routes would be posted on the Metlink website and phone app. The council was working with NZ Bus to increase its
driver numbers, but expected the cancellations to be in place for about six months. Details of the changes are:
Routes with fewer buses 12, 13, 14, 20, 21, 22, 28, 34 and 37.
Routes with some van replacements 12, 28
Source: Stuff. 22 February 2019.
https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/110806630/twenty-wellington-bus-services-suspended-for-up-to-six-months-because-of-drivershortage

❷❶

A TRIP TO THE ZOO ON THE 23z
On 5 February 2019 I decided to check out the new 23z service to Wellington Zoo. The service had been introduced just two days earlier
following complaints about the difficulty in getting to the attraction and having to either change buses at Newtown or walk the remaining
kilometre. Up until the middle of July in 2018 a Route 10 bus would have delivered visitors to Newtown Park with about a minute’s walk to
the Zoo gate. Of course many will remember that until 31 October 2017 it was often a trolleybus that worked the half-hourly service. For
reasons largely unknown Metlink changed the way people could use bus transport to access the Zoo though one of those was clearly the
introduction of the bus hub at Wellington Hospital from where connecting buses departed. Now there are six departures a day from
Wellington Station direct to the Zoo at Newtown Park, yes that’s correct, just six. At the weekend there are nine services with the last
leaving Wellington Station at 5.05, five minutes after the zoo has closed! But I digress, returning to my journey...I boarded the 11.05
departure from the Interchange in Kent Terrace and increased the passenger count on the bus to seven. By the time we arrived at the zoo
only three of us remained. This service is due to depart the former Newtown Park trolleybus terminus at 11.35 with an arrival time back at
Interchange at 12.07. Three of us boarded at Zoo for the trip back to the city. No-one boarded at Newtown shops or Hospital. By the time
we reached the Basin Reserve numbers had swelled to five. Departing Courtenay Place it was down to only three still aboard. By the end
of Willis Street there was an increase to four and on arrival at the Interchange (5 minutes early at 12.00) there was only myself and one
other! Those that did use that 23z service were predominantly passengers with Gold Cards (Pensioner concessions) who travelled free. I
doubt if the fares that were collected on that round trip would have even paid for the diesel used! An interesting aspect is that the driver
of the inbound service then had a one hour layover at the Interchange before making another run to the Zoo at 13.07. “I don’t mind,” he
said, “I’m getting paid for just sitting here.” One wonders where all those who campaigned for a direct service to the zoo were. I think this
route will be a case of “use it or lose it.”

Right: On arrival at Newtown Park
Tranzurban 3435 lays over for a couple
of minutes before departing for the
city at 11.35 on 5 February 2019.

Left: 3435 laying over at the
Interchange until its next
duty at 1307. However, after
the feeble passenger count I
had just experienced I was
somewhat surprised to see
electric DD 3709 moving
towards stop A to form the
12.05 to the Zoo. I wish the
23z service every success but
on the basis of my travels
that day it’s going to need all
the passengers it can get!
Providing double-deckers on
this service might just be a
bit over enthusiastic. On 11
February I watched electric
DD
3700
depart
the
interchange at 12.05 with
five people aboard.

AIRPORT MEMORIES

When travelling to or from Wellington Airport it was often possible to see a trolleybus travelling along part of State Highway 1 in Cobham
Drive or Calabar Road. Until July 2018 buses on the Seatoun and Miramar routes turned in/out of Caledonia Street running for a short
distance alongside the runways. Including an aircraft in a photograph of a trolleybus required patience and a dose of good luck, which D.L.A.
Turner managed with these three images taken on 1 May 2015. As Dave commented: “I did not expect these 2015 images to become history
quite so quickly!”

❷❷

❷❸

❷❹

SWITCH 465 REMEMBERED
Continuing the series on special work that once graced the overhead in Wellington.
This month Switch 465, the sole switch in Karori Road that enabled access along
Chamberlain Road and Hobart Street to Karori depot.

Right: A damp morning in Karori Road on 8 June
2015, and 372 slows for switch 465 and is about to
pass the turning into Chamberlain Road. Note the
yellow markings on the road to alert drivers to the
switch.

Below: 380 was one of the last trolleybuses to use
the overhead in Chamberlain Road. On 30 October
2017, just a day before “the end” it was
photographed having just turned off Karori Road
into Chamberlain Road on its way to the nearby
depot in Darwin Street.

Right:
Designline
prototype
303’s
poles are about to
travel through the
switch as it moves
east along Karori
Road towards the
shopping centre on
3 October 2010.

Left: 368’s poles pass through switch 465 on 8 June
2014 as it passes Chamberlain Road on its way to
Lyall Bay. A couple of months later the overhead on
the loop to the depot and back to Karori Road was
completely renewed, as was the whole length of
Karori Road. A little over three years later it was all
taken down.

❷❺

Above: By the date of this photograph, 6 April 2018, the trolleybus wires had been silent for just over 5 months and were in the process of
being removed in Karori Road. Switch 465 became notable as being the very last switch to be removed on the network (other than those
that still remain inside Kilbirnie depot).

Left and below: On 16 May 2018 the overhead into Chamberlain Road had been
taken down leaving a switch to nowhere. The plate and “Slow” sign remain.

Left: By 22 May 2018 there is nothing
to suggest that trolleybuses ever
came this way. The decommissioning
in this area was complete.

As a footnote I am pleased to say
that a relic from this location,
switch 465, was saved for posterity
and kindly donated to me by
Wellington Cable Car Ltd.

❷❻

CASTINGS AND PATTERNS REGISTER
Wellington Cable Car Ltd had the responsibility for the upkeep and integrity of the trolleybus overhead system. They had a
presence in Glover Street, Ngauranga, for many years as well as a pole yard in Troy Street, Kilbirnie. With the
decommissioning long complete most staff at their office have departed for pastures new leaving just the final clean up
before the premises becomes home to a new company. Those that remained with the company have shifted to new offices
in Lambton Quay and are associated solely with the operation of the highly popular Cable Car that runs between Kelburn
and Lambton Quay. When in operation the warehouse at Glover Street held many spares associated with the trolleybus
overhead including patterns for making various specialised parts. Despite a zero likelihood of trolleybuses ever returning to
Wellington or anywhere else in New Zealand these patterns are being retained and stored in the event that they could be
useful to other organisations both here or overseas who have a need for certain parts needing casting. As Under the Wires
has been a local forum on trolleybuses for some years the Castings and Patterns Register has been made available for
publication. Any company, organisation or individual who has an interest in using the patterns and getting a certain part
made should contact Wellington Cable Car Ltd at info@wellingtoncablecar.co.nz in the first instance. Please note these
patterns are not for sale. Thanks to Andrew Cresswell, Overhead Manager, for making this information available.

Red means these patterns were no longer used within Wellington’s network as a recent everyday item.

❷❼

The storeroom at WCCL’s Ngauranga premises on 2 February 2016.
The closure of the trolleybus network was still twenty months away
but maintenance and renewal continued when required.

Examples of some of WCCL’s
Patterns

❷❽

7, 8 AND 9 – THEY ALL WENT TO ARO STREET
Aro Street is situated in the suburb of Aro Valley only a short distance from Wellington’s CBD. Its local community enjoyed electric traction
for one hundred and thirteen years, minus a couple of gaps. Trams first reached Aro Street in 1904 and ran until 17 August 1957. It wasn’t
until 5 June 1960 that the route was converted and opened to trolleybus operation. Both trams and buses shared the same route number
7. For much of its life as a tram and trolleybus route, vehicles ran south on Willis Street before turning right into Aro Street. These services
were basically a short branch off the main Route 7 that continued to Brooklyn, Mornington
and eventually Kingston in 1987. In 1986, a new one-way system was developed, with
outbound buses to Brooklyn and beyond and Aro Street travelling via Victoria Street, and
those inbound along Willis Street. Outbound Aro Street buses diverged from the main route
at the southern end of Victoria Street. No. 7 services continued into Brooklyn Road and then
climbed the hill to reach the southern suburbs whilst Aro Street services turned right into
Willis Street for a few metres before turning left into Aro Street. For two years the trolleybus
wires in Aro Street were silent. In 1991 a decision was taken to replace the trolleybus service
with diesel buses. Fortunately the overhead remained in place enabling the local people to
(eventually) successfully lobby for the return of the trolleybuses. The service resumed on 26
June 1993 with the route number changing to 8. In February 2005 the number was changed
for what was to become the final time when it was renumbered as Route 9; Route 8 becoming
a separate diesel bus route from the Railway Station to the Brooklyn suburb of Kowhai Park.
The curtain came down for Route 9 trolleybuses on 31 October 2017 when the network closed with diesel buses continuing until 13 July
2018. On 15 July that year the route was renumbered to 25 and became much longer, extending between Khandallah and Highbury. Aro
Street enjoyed all day and weekend services for much of its life but in the latter years services were pruned and eventually cut back to
basically a half-hourly Monday to Friday-only service until about 6.30pm. Nowadays it is back to being a seven-day a week operation
running until late at night with Tranzurban providing the service.
Above right: Plan of part of Route 9 right in the latter years of operation. Volvo 214 was the first trolleybus to test the new routing on 21 January 1987.

Left: Ansaldo 136 at Aro Street terminus in November 1988
representing the Route 7 era. I can’t remember how long single
use plastic bags have been around but in 2019 they were banned
in New Zealand.

Right: Volvo 213 has just turned into Aro Street and heads for the
terminus just several minutes distant. Note the different style in the
destination blind. The route changed from 7 to 8 on 26 June 1993.

Left: And so to the Route 9 era which began on 28 February 2005.
245 (missing its front fleet number) is passing Te Aro Park as it
threads its way along Aro Street in February 2006.
Photos: The late Marcus Lang collection.

Right: Just months before the end of trolleybuses working Route 9,
Designline prototype 301 calls at Durham Street, the last stop before
the Aro Street terminus on 9 June 2017.
Photo: Alan Wickens.

❷❾

VOLVO 208 – FIRST INTO SERVICE
The Volvo fleet numbered 68 vehicles – 201-268. Their introduction spanned five years as problems were experienced
about half way through the order when the contractor responsible for the assembly and supply of the chassis, Dalhoff and
King Ltd went into bankruptcy. 208 became the first of the fleet to enter service in 1981 and ran for the next 26 years,
being withdrawn in 2007. Three examples of the Volvo fleet survive; 233, 258 and 268.

Left: On a damp 13 April 1982, 208 turns
right out of Dixon Street into Victoria
Street while on a Route 14 service to
Wadestown. The driver looks in his rear
view mirror to check that his bus doesn’t
clip the car waiting at the traffic lights. This
was the era when British built cars were
very much the norm to see.

Below: A nice study of 208 parked in the
open yard at Kilbirnie depot on 27 January
1983. The entry from Ross Street can be
seen in the background. The Rita Angus
Retirement village now covers this site.
Photos: Michael McKeon.

Left: On 20 May 2003, Graeme Inwood photographed 208
with its poles stowed and laying over at the recently
opened bus interchange. At this stage of its life it was
owned by Stagecoach.

Right: Volvo 208 in its “low-floor” format! With all the
necessary components removed for recycling 208 was
photographed up on jacks at the Rongotai “chop shop” on 18
October 2007. It was here that many a bus met its end before
the remains were taken to local scrap metal dealers.
Photo: Graeme Inwood.

❸⓿

361 & 362 - TWO DIFFERENT PROPULSION UNITS - TWO RESULTS
Trolleybuses 361 and 362 were chosen as prototypes for
new propulsion systems – how successful were they?
Left and below: The power source at the rear of 362 and rooftop
equipment had been removed in these 9 June 2016 views taken
at Kilbirnie depot.

Left: By August 2016, the bus had been shifted to premises in
Newlands for work to begin on equipping it with a Wrightspeed
propulsion system. Let’s remember, there were several occasions
when the bus was seen operating on test runs around the
northern suburbs of Wellington. However, there were also times
when 362 was also noted being towed back to its base. During its
time as a “guinea pig” 362 received a new vinyl yellow and black
wrap and smaller fleet numbers. At 1pm on 13 February 2019,
David James photographed 362 on possibly its last journey –
being towed back to Kilbirnie depot. Note the missing number
plate, wheels and rear left corner panel.

Right: 362 back amongst its trolleybus colleagues at Kilbirnie depot on 14 February 2019 and
going nowhere. Incidentally the rear compartment is again empty, the same as when it left
Kilbirnie in 2016. If 362 could talk what tales it would have to tell. Where to now for this bus?

Left: 361, on the other hand, was chosen for the CRRC battery-powered project.
Like sister 362 it was gutted at the rear and the poles and rooftop equipment
were removed. It was photographed at Kilbirnie depot on 17 January 2018.
Meanwhile, trolleybus operation had finished at the end of October 2017 so
would this project be their saviour?

❸❶

Right: Almost a year to the day that 362 was taken back to
Kilbirnie, 361 was photographed approaching its new temporary
home on 13 February 2018.
Two and a half months later on 23 April it was seen at
Kaiwharawhara depot where it is understood to have received its
certificate of fitness to operate.

FROM THIS....

TO THIS!

Left: Two weeks later on 8 May the bus had been
transformed! Now wearing an eye-catching wrap
and carrying large battery packs on its roof it was
photographed on a test run in Cambridge Terrace.
“The Future is Today. This Bus is Electric” reads
the branding on the rear.

361 was seen on test runs in various parts of the
city for the next three weeks. It is believed to
have made its first revenue-earning service on 31
May 2018 performing Airport Flyer (Route 91)
services to and from the Interchange.

Right: Within a few days, the battery bus was being used regularly on
Route 11 and on 13 June 2018 was at work under the (still remaining)
wires in Hobart Street.

Left: This arrangement would be short-lived because from 15 July
when the new bus contracts began 361 became an “odd man out”
being neither Metlink painted or branded as required. Instead it
continued to operate on NZ Bus’ commercially operated Route 91
between the Airport and the city bus Interchange as seen here on
25 September 2018. Even this photograph is historic as recently the
terminus has been moved from the southern to the northern end
of the arrival area at the Airport. Taxi parking has replaced the area
where the buses are seen. See page 34.
361 was definitely a success story for NZ Bus but will any further
examples be converted?

❸❷

THEN AND NOW AT KILBIRNIE DEPOT

Photo: Michael Mckeon

Thirty six years separate these two photographs. On 13 May 1983 B.U.T. 52 rests alongside Leyland Leopard 451 in what was then, and still
is, the tyre bay at Kilbirnie depot. 52 was part of the second batch of thirty-three vehicles from this supplier in 1958 and only had a year
left in service before withdrawal in 1984. The 1979 Leyland Leopard served the Capital for much longer but I am not aware of its fate. Note
the Leopard’s lantern style windscreen which was also a feature of two batches of B.U.T. trolleybuses. At the time of the photograph the
overhead ran from the adjoining barn behind the buses. The overhead in this area was removed some years ago and today anyone trying
to open the doors would be confronted by a large area of metal shelving. Instead of buses using this area it is nowadays the home of the
depot’s forklift and tractor, the latter being used to move disabled buses around or for that matter immobile trolleybuses needing shifting,
such as when 362 arrived a day earlier. The “now” picture was taken on 14 February 2019. Photo: Alan Wickens.

❸❸

AUCKLAND MEMORIES – GRAHAM STEWART

Old and new(er) in Auckland. Pictured in Auckland Regional Authority cream and green livery, B.U.T. 13, introduced in 1949, is working a
Route 10 and is pictured turning from Trafalgar Street into Queen Street, Onehunga. It was withdrawn in 1976. There were three batches
of B.U.T. vehicles delivered To Auckland, 13 representing the first and 119 an example from the final batch. 119 is parked at Coyle Park,
the Point Chevalier terminus. Waitemata Harbour is just behind the trees. 119 remained in service until closure of the trolleybus system in
1980. There will be more of Graham Stewart’s Auckland trolleybus photographs in next month’s magazine.

❸❹

Left: Clearly identifiable to locals as the
Wellington Interchange but a bus
enthusiast glancing at the buses could be
forgiven for thinking they are in Auckland.
All the buses prominent in this
photograph taken by Mike Mellor on 23
February are former Auckland NZ Bus
vehicles sent to Wellington to “fill the
gap”. A single-decker ADL and Scania
stand at bus stops, while centre stage, is
Auckland Transport’s ADL double-decker
5025. It is currently visiting the city to
train staff prior to the arrival of a fleet of
similar buses in the near future, though
these of course will be in the Metlink
colour scheme.

Right: How to ruin an attractive mural! Whoever thought of this crass addition to the street
art in Coutts Street, Kilbirnie needs a lesson in consideration. Instead of putting this massive
poster in the nearby bus hub where plenty of bus users would benefit from it, the decision
was taken to rivet this to the wall. It’s not as if any buses travel along this part of Coutts
Street and the artwork is down a private vehicle access way! Photo: Mike Mellor.

Left: A rather unique view of the first of the
Designline fleet for Wellington. 331 was fresh
off the boat from Lyttelton, having been
shipped from South Island following
construction at the Ashburton works. Standing
on the wharf area, this 2007 photograph shows
the bus in “as received” condition before poles
and the paua shell decoration were applied.
Photographer unknown. Brent Efford collection.

Left: How 331 looked for its entire career, although the big stub rear
axle (as arrowed) was changed. The roofline message was also altered
originally it read ...Wellingtons Greenest Commuters... (apostrophe
missed out) and after about two years was changed to Public
Transport’s Greenest Commuters. 331 was withdrawn from service
around June 2017.

Left: Passengers board Scania 2503 at Wellington Airport
on 25 February 2019. The Airport Flyer has been making
the news recently; it has stopped accepting Snapper cards
and services are no longer tracked on Real Time
Information panels. Also it has recently changed its
terminus position at the Airport. Passengers now board
the bus under cover towards the northern end of the car
park. More on this story on page 35.

❸❺

LATE ITEMS
Wellington's Airport Flyer no longer part of region's bus network
The removal of Wellington’s only direct airport bus service from the region’s bus network may lead to more congestion on roads, says a
local MP. The Airport Flyer, a commercial service run by NZ Bus, will still operate but won’t show up on information boards or the Metlink
website and is no longer taking Snapper. NZ Bus chief executive Zane Fulljames said that the company wanted to stay with Metlink. “That
wasn’t technically possible and in conversations with the Regional Council they were unable to allow us to remain connected to that
system given that we were having to move to another ticketing provider.” The decision will reflect poorly on Wellington and may lead to
more congestion, Rongotai MP Paul Eagle said. “I’m surprised as the capital city of New Zealand that we’re not going to be promoting our
bus service and it isn’t going to be linked up or integrated in terms of having a ticketing aspect, and we’ll ultimately pay the price where
visitors become frustrated, and instead of looking at the buses as an alternative, they’ll revert to the all mighty car. [It will lead to] more
congestion, and just disappointment.” Infratil, the company which has recently announced the sale of NZ Bus, also owns a majority share
of Wellington Airport. Regional councillor Daran Ponter said what was needed was effectively a law change to require airport companies
to accept public transport operations on their premises. “The driver for that now is light rail in Wellington – if we are going to have a light
rail system that goes to the airport, the Wellington Airport company is going to have to be compelled to take light rail onto its premises.
Otherwise there is going to be a big gap in the service.” That legislation was “still in its early phase”, Mr Eagle said. A shortage of 20 drivers
at NZ Bus has resulted in daily cancellations. And Johnsonville evening train services will also be replaced by buses, affecting six peak
services to and from the city.
Source: Radio New Zealand. 25 February 2019.
https://www.radionz.co.nz/news/national/383269/wellington-s-airport-flyer-no-longer-part-of-region-s-bus-network
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Right: Another view of 2503 boarding passengers at Wellington
Airport on 25 February 2019, a day after changes to ticketing and
loss of service information on RTI boards at bus stops.

Above: As mentioned earlier, six of NZ Bus’ Alexander Dennis Enviro 500 double-deckers arrived in Wellington in late February. On 26
February, all were parked in the sunshine on the forecourt at Kilbirnie depot. Nearest the camera are 5082 and 5081.
Right: With the arrival of the first doubledeckers at Kilbirnie, signs have been put up
warning drivers not to enter several of the
depot entrances. The shiftman truck stands at
the ready to assist with any bus mishaps.

Left: You could imagine the damage should something bigger than M.A.N. 2459 try to enter the
depot here. Just beyond the bus is the steam cleaning area. These photos were taken on 26
February.

❸❻

Left: Letter to The Dominion Post 27 February 2019.

Death after Wellington bus controller has stroke on a 'farcical Friday'
A massive stroke at the end of a "farcical" week co-ordinating Wellington's buses was the beginning of the end for
Dmitri Edwards, 49. It was Friday at work when Edwards, a nine-year NZ Bus employee, had the stroke. Family were
there when life support was turned off on Tuesday at Wellington Hospital. He died at 12.20pm. Dmitri's brother, Nik
Edwards, understood various factors likely played a role in his brother's stroke but believed the incredible stress
caused by the fallout of Wellington's bus overhaul followed by a bad Friday at work was the final straw. "If he was at
home this wouldn't have happened," he said. Dmitri was working long hours juggling changing shifts and routes for NZ
Bus which is suffering a crippling driver shortage. It was midway through his Friday shift - when he had already had to
make about 85 changes to the likes of schedules and drivers - when he had the stroke, his brother said. A bad day
would normally involve about 20 changes during the entire shift. The job had become a "farcical nightmare" with "f...
ups going on and on", Nik Edwards said. "This is mismanagement of the worst kind. The issue is the system is unfair ...
expectations for workers go crazy." Work had Dmitri "stressed out of his nut" in the weeks before he turned up for
what would be his last shift, doing an "impossible" job on Friday. "That morning, it was a day of hell." Edwards
described his brother as a "very capable" man who enjoyed sports and was not an obvious stroke candidate - except
for the stress. NZ Bus chief executive Zane Fulljames would not comment on allegations work stress played a role in
the stroke. Edwards, who joined the company in 2012 and was employed as "leading operator", had what was
thought to be a stroke at work on Friday, he said. He was supported by colleagues until medical services arrived. "The
thoughts and prayers of the NZ Bus team are with Dmitri and his family during this difficult time" (abridged).
Source: Stuff. 27 February 2019.
https://www.stuff.co.nz/dominion-post/news/110862645/death-after-wellington-bus-controller-has-stroke-on-ahorror-friday
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Right: A line-up of new
double-deckers outside
Kilbirnie depot on 27
February 2019. From
left to right: 5093, 5090,
5092, 5082. Note the
canary yellow rear
vision mirrors – yet
another
shade
of
yellow.

Left: 5025, the Auckland Transport bus operated
by NZ Bus in that city, was still operating as a
training bus on 27 February, readying drivers for
the new fleet of Alexander Dennis Enviro 500s
(seen above) that have been arriving at Kilbirnie. It
is seen here departing the Interchange and
passing Stop A beside Bunny Street.

❸❼

WELLINGTON’S DOUBLE-DECKER FLEET EXPANDS

With the arrival of the Alexander Dennis Enviro 500 buses,
Wellington now has three variants; two types are dieselpowered and one has battery powered propulsion.

Left: 5093 is the latest addition to the NZ Bus fleet to arrive in the
Capital. The Alexander Dennis chassis was constructed in China
with bodywork by Zhuhai Granton/ADL. It is pictured outside
Kilbirnie depot on 27 February 2019. There will soon be
seventeen in the fleet, numbered 5078-5094. With the
introduction of the double-deckers in March it is expected that
some of the “stand in” buses will be retired.

Right: The biggest operator of double-deckers in Wellington is
Tranzurban. Twenty-eight of these BCI Citiriders have been in service
since the start of the company’s contract in July 2018. They are
numbered 3500-3527 and operate predominantly on high frequency
Route 1. 3505 was photographed in Manners Street travelling to
Grenada Village in the northern Wellington suburbs on 22 January
2019.

Left: The first double-deckers to make an appearance were the
nine CRRC C12RDD battery powered buses built by Kiwi Bus
Builders in Tauranga. They are numbered 3700-3709. The first
public appearance was on 5 July 2018 when 3700 and 3701 were
“launched” to the press and politicians outside Parliament
Buildings. To begin with the buses were quite “shy” and were
mainly used for peak-hour services but now they are regularly
seen around the city on a variety of services. 3706 enters the
Interchange on 29 January 2019 working from Johnsonville to
Island Bay on high frequency Route 1.

❸❽

PILSEN FAREWELLS ITS 21Tr SKODAS
Gunter Mackinger reports that on 25.9.2018 the Plzen/Pilsen system in the Czech Republic said goodbye to its last Skoda
21Tr trolleybuses. At the end only six of this type were in stock; two will survive as historic trolleybuses (488 and 496) in
their home-city while the others have new homes in the Ukraine.
Left: Skoda 21Tr 493 on line 12 on its long suburban run
to Nova Hospoda.
Below: 496 on line 14 at U. Prace and heading for
Parizska.

Left: 496 on line 14 is overtaking its
replacement, Skoda 26Tr 577 at Sidliste
Bory terminus. 496 will be preserved as an
historic trolleybus.

Having just achieved its 75 year anniversary,
Plzen/Pilsen the trolleybus system can be called
progressive and innovative. Maybe this depends
on the fact that one of the worldwide biggest
producers of trolleybuses – SKODA - has its base in
Plzen/Pilsen which is as famous for the city as its
brewery! Today, beside trams and motorbuses the
trolleybuses of PMDP (Plzen/Pilsen Public
Transport) operate 8 lines (10,11,12,13, 14, 15, 16
and 17) with about 90 trolleybuses in its fleet. In
everyday service one can see Skoda (what else)
types: 24Tr, 25Tr, 26Tr and 27Tr.

Right: Skoda 27Tr 526 (articulated) on line 16 at Sidliste Bory.

] Photos and text: Gunter Mackinger.
All photographs taken on 29 May 2018.

❸❾
Volvo 205 was gifted to the Omnibus Society circa 1999 when they held the first trolleybus festival, in this case to coincide with 50 years of trolleybuses in
Wellington. It was one of three trolleybuses laid up in the No 1 barn at Kilbirnie and was used as a donor bus for the in-service fleet. The seats were stripped out of
205 and it was made cosmetically presentable. Mounted displays were placed inside it of the Wellington trolleybus system over the 50 years. For the first few days of
the celebration, which was on weekdays, it was towed by the shiftmen to the Lambton Quay bus stop opposite Ballance Street and parked up for the public to
inspect, and then for the weekend event, towed to Bunny Street where it was parked on the bus stop there that we operated the vintage service from. Afterwards it
was taken back to Kilbirnie and stored. Its next move was to Karori and for a weekend, placed in the forecourt of the Mobil Service station in Karori Road as a Society
display as part of the Karori Festival. After finishing its duties there, it was towed to the Karori depot where it was stored at the eastern side of the parking area. The
Society subsequently towed it to the tramway museum at Queen Elizabeth Park where it was parked alongside the tram barn once again for display purposes and
where it stayed for several years. When Go Wellington decided to use the Volvos as donor vehicles for the new Designline Tag axle trolleybuses, 205 was retrieved on
the basis that it would be replaced by an operable trolleybus once the last of the Volvo fleet was withdrawn. 205 was pumped up, i.e. the air brakes made operable
even after being dormant for many years, it was taken back to the Rongotai “chop shop” where parts required for the new buses, were removed. Prior to leaving
Queen Elizabeth Park selected electrical components were removed by the Omnibus Society as these were not wanted by Go Wellington.

Thanks to Henry Brittain for this
background information.

The Tailpiece subject this month is Volvo 205.
Introduced into service in 1983 it was one of
several of the Volvo fleet that didn’t have a
particularly long career, being withdrawn in
1995. This is the only photograph that I have of
it apparently still in service. This undated view
(left) by Marcus Lang was taken inside Karori
depot yard where the bus is parked just in
front of the entrance gate.

Right: Fast forward to 18 August 2008 and 205 now parked at Wellington Tramway
Museum. In the intervening years it had been painted into the Big Red livery.

Left: The empty shell of 205. It had been in this condition for many years.

Right: Now inside the Rongotai “chop shop” the
dismantling of 205 begins. 1 September 2008.
Photo: Graeme Inwood.

❹⓿

TAILPIECE

Volvo 205 sits in the paddock at the Wellington Tramway Museum site on a sparkling
winter’s day on 17 July 2006. It was withdrawn as early as 1997. There was nothing
sparkling about its future. Sadly, although saved it was eventually scrapped.

